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The intensive development of new technologies requires to solve complex prob-lems of computer-aided design and control. Here the search for optimal so-lution acquires an essential signi�cance. World investigations in this area arecarried out in two directions: development of new optimization methods aswell as software that would embrace various realizations of the methods de-veloped. Currently, computer networks have been widely spread and permitto solve complex optimization problems by using simple computers. Further-more, the networks permit signi�cantly more complex problems, that can besolved by using the aggregate power of many computers. The method fora complex interactive optimization problem by using computer network hasbeen suggested.



80 G. Dzemyda, T. Petkus, J. �Sink�unas2. FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMIn everyday life we often deal with problems of multiple criteria [8]. In com-mon case, the ideal solution with respect to one criterion can be absolutelyunacceptable with respect to another. Thus, it is necessary to seek an optimalsolution, that could satisfy all the criteria.Let us analyze a multiple criteria problem:minX=(x1;:::;xn)2 �A fj(X); j = 1; p; (2.1)where �A is a bounded domain in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn ; p is anumber of criteria making problem (2.1), the functions fj(X) : Rn ! R1 arecriteria.One of the possible ways to solve the system of problems (2.1) is to makea single criterion problem by summing up all the criteria, that are multipliedby positive coe�cients �j ; j = 1; p [9]:minX=(x1;:::;xn)2 �A pXj=1 �jfj(X): (2.2)Then, the solution of problem (2.2) has been iterated by selecting di�erentcoe�cient values, �j ; j = 1; p: As a result, we get the points of Pareto set [9]and the most acceptable of them are selected.3. INTERACTIVE USE OF THE COMPUTER NETWORK3.1. Computer software and hardwareProblem (2.2) has been solved by using computer network under a softwarepackage PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) [5, 6, 7]. Recent experiments arecarried out by using package MPI (Message Passing Interface) [10]. The pack-ages are designed to link computing resources and provide users with a parallelplatform for running their computer applications, irrespective of the numberof di�erent computers they use and where the computers are located. In ourcase, the virtual machine runs on 15 Pentium II computers that are intercon-nected to the local network (see Fig. 1). The operating system Windows NTis used.3.2. Special softwareThe problem has been solved by creating a special graphic environment thatprovides a rapid and visually acceptable results. Simultaneous interface ofmultiple results (Fig. 2 top windows) and an interactive replacement of theinitial data (Fig. 2 bottom window) is permissible. Thus, the process of solv-ing the problem is facilitated. The example bellow is an obvious illustration
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Figure 1. Computer network.of relatively great violations of the recommended permissible minimal andmaximal amounts of the nutritive characteristics in feed at a lower price. Inthis case, the violations of the recommendations decrease when the price isrising.

Figure 2. The window of an interactive comparison of the solutions.3.3. The interactive optimization algorithmComputer network o�ers new methods and tools to solve problem (2.2) (also(4.3)). Two possible methods are presented bellow:� Parallelisation of the optimization algorithm (in our case { variable matrix).



82 G. Dzemyda, T. Petkus, J. �Sink�unas� Interactive decision making on the basis of several solutions of problem(2.2) obtained by using local optimization by di�erent computers withvarious values of the coe�cients �j (in the case of problem (4.3) { thecoe�cients rj).The shortcoming of the �rst method is a su�ciently complex optimizationalgorithm and the corresponding software is based on authors' great back-ground knowledge. Thus, it is considerable to use acclaimed optimizationmeans without any alteration. As a result, the e�ciency of the second methodis higher as there is human participation in it. The following interactive op-timization method is proposed:� The solving of the optimization problem with di�erent initial data is per-formed in parallel: di�erent computers solve the same problem (2.2), witha di�erent coe�cients �j combination. The process is organized by desig-nating the computers as the host and the workers. The host controls theprocess of computer members, i.e. workers, that execute the host tasks (seeFig. 3).� Any solution returned to the host by any worker is compared visually withsolutions returned earlier by the workers, and new tasks are allocated forthe computer network combining the new combination of coe�cients �j :

Figure 3. The structure of interactive analysis.The investigator starts up by organizing all the computers to solve theproblem with various initial data. During the time moment tl the problemis solved only once by using either one or more computers. From the timemoment tl; the e�ciency of the problem calculation increases (see Fig. 4) asthe user has a greater number of various solutions for the interactive decisionmaking.
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Comp. No.

Figure 4. The e�ciency conditions of the computer network application.4. APPLICATIONThe problem of this type is solved in papers [1, 2]. This is a problem ofselection of the optimal nutritive value. The criteria groups are as follows:1) feed cost price '(x1; : : : ; xn) = nPi=1xiki;2) recommended permissible maximal and minimal violation of the require-ments 	j(x1; : : : ; xn); j = 1;m :
	j(x1; : : : ; xn) =

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
0; if Rjmin � nPi=1xiAij(xl; : : : ; xn) � Rjmax;nPi=1xiAij(xl; : : : ; xn)�Rjmax;if nPi=1 xiAij(xl; : : : ; xn)�Rjmax > 0;Rjmin � nPi=1xiAij(xl; : : : ; xn);if Rjmin � nPi=1 xiAij(xl; : : : ; xn) > 0;where xi is the constituent part of the i-th ingredient in feed;Rjmin is the recommended permissible minimal amount of the j-th nutritivecharacteristics in feed;Rjmax is the recommended permissible maximal amount of the j-th nutritivecharacteristics in feed;Aij is a non-linear function, expressing the value of the j-th nutritive char-acteristics of the i-th ingredient;ki is the price of the i-th ingredient for a weight unit.The criteria of the �rst and the second groups are contradictory { whenthe violation of permissible amount of nutritive characteristics increases, theprice of feed is falling.



84 G. Dzemyda, T. Petkus, J. �Sink�unasTaking into consideration, that the sum of ingredient constituent parts ximust be equal to 1 and the ratio of the nutritive characteristics a�ect the feedintake (see [1, 2]), the following equations in the de�nition domain �A may beconsidered:1) nXi=1 xi = 1; (4.1)2) nXi=1 xi(Ait�1 (xl; : : : ; xn)� c�Ait�2 (xl; : : : ; xn)) = 0; � = 1; w; (4.2)where: c� is the required �-th ratio of the nutritive characteristics;(t�1 ; t�2) is the �-th combination of the nutritive characteristics that are re-stricted in pairs;w is the number of combinations of the nutritive characteristics that arerestricted in pairs.In [1, 2] the following formulation of the selection of the optimal nutritivevalue problem is considered:minx1;:::;xn f(x1; : : : ; xn) =minx1;:::;xn8<: mXj=1 rj	2j (x1; : : : ; xn) + nXi=1 xiki + s( nXi=1 xi � 1)2+ (4.3)+ wX�=1 s�( nXi=1 xi(Ait�1 (xl; : : : ; xn)� c�Ait�2 (xl; : : : ; xn)))2) ;zjmin � xi � zjmax; i = 1; n:Here constraints (4.1) and (4.2) are included into the object functionwith positive weight coe�cients s and s� ; � = 1; w: Thus, the problem hasbeen simpli�ed as the de�nition domain of problem (4.3) transferred into therectangular.In comparison with problem (2.2), the coe�cients rj of problem (4.3)correspond to the coe�cients �j of problem (2.2); the coe�cient at the cri-terion '(xl; : : : ; xn) is equal to 1, i.e. �m+1 = 1: The peculiarity of problem(4.3) is the use of squared criteria 	j in the object function. Likewise thetransformation of determined area to rectangular one, it broadens the scaleof potential local optimization algorithms.The authors in [1, 2] suggest to solve problem (4.3) by using variable matrixalgorithm [3], that presents in the optimization software MINIMUM [4]. Thevalues of the coe�cients s and s� ; � = 1; w; have been �xed relatively great.Selecting di�erent values of the coe�cients rj as well as the initial values of theargument X = (xl; : : : ; xn) during some consecutive iterations, the solutionsare di�erent. The interactive selection of the coe�cients like this enables usto �nd the solution that satis�es the technological needs.



Application of Computer Network in Interactive Optimization 855. CONCLUSIONSAn interactive optimization method by using computer network has beenproposed. The advantages of the method are as follows:� The problem is solved by more than one computer. Thus, the computertime for optimal solution may be economized.� The investigator participates actively in the optimization process.� The investigator discovers a new knowledge of the problem in the processof calculation. Thus, it may result a new and more e�cient optimizationstrategy to be designed or applied.Further investigations seek to estimate experimentally the e�ciency of thecomputer network application depending on:� single duration of the local optimization;� strategy of visual presentation of a set of results (solutions) of the localoptimization (acceptable various result treatment, for instance, memorizingall the solutions, some of them, the optimal and etc.);� simultaneous communication of multiple investigators by using commoncomputer network.REFERENCES[1] G. Dzemyda and T. Petkus. Selection of the optimal nutritive value. In: Proc. of the Spe-cial IFORS Conference, Organizational Structures, Management, Simulation of Busi-ness Sectors and Systems, KTU, Technologija, Kaunas, 1998, 73 { 77.[2] T. Petkus and G. Dzemyda. Optimal nutritive value design. In: Proc. of XXXIX Con-ference of the Lithuanian Mathematical Society, VGTU, Vilnius, 1998, 441 { 446.[3] V. Tie�sis. The variable metric method for local minimization of multivariate functionssubject to simple bounds. In: Proc. of the Conference Vyczislitelnaja Technika, R.Chomskis (ed.), Kaunas Polytechnic Institute, Kaunas, 1975, 111 { 114.(in Russian)[4] G. Dzemyda (ed.). The Package of Applied Programs for Dialogue Solving of Multiex-tremal Problems MINIMUM: A Description of Using. The State Fund of Algorithmsand Programs (reg.No50860000112), Inst.Math.Cybern., Vilnius, 1985, 1 { 41. (in Rus-sian)[5] A. Geist, A.Beguelin, J. Dongarra, W. Jiang, R. Manchek and V. Suderam. PVM 3Users Guide and Reference Manual. Oak Ridge, 1994.[6] A. Geist, A. Beguelin, J. Dongarra, W. Jiang, R. Manchek and V. Suderam. PVM: Par-allel Virtual Machine. A Users' Guide and Tutoral for Networked Parallel Computing.Cambridge, 1994.[7] A. Beguelin, J. Dongarra, A. Geist, R. Manchek and V. Suderam. A Users' Guide toPVM (Parallel Virtual Machine). Oak Ridge, 1991.[8] B. Karpak and S. Zionts. (eds.). Multiple Criteria Decision Making and Risk AnalysisUsing Microcomputers. NATO ASI Series, Series F: Computer and Systems Sciences,56, Springer, 1989.[9] S. Zionts. Multiple criteria mathematical programming: an updated overview and severalapproaches. Multiple Criteria Decision Making and Risk Analysis Using Microcomput-ers. NATO ASI Series, Series F: Computer and Systems Sciences, 56, Springer, 1989,7 { 60.



86 G. Dzemyda, T. Petkus, J. �Sink�unas[10] P.B.Hansen. An evaluation of the message-passing interface. ACM SIGPLAN Notices,33 (3), Mar. 1998, 65 { 72.KOMPIUTERIUc TINKLO PANAUDOJIMAS INTERAKTYVIAMOPTIMIZACIJOS U�ZDAVINIUc SPRENDIMUIG. DZEMYDA, T. PETKUS, J. �SINK�UNASDaugelio kriterijuc optimizavimo u�zdavinys yra da�znai sutinkamas sprend�ziant taikomuosiusu�zdavinius. Ta�ciau jo sprendimas reikalauja pakankamai dideliuc ka�stuc. Pastaruoju metuaktyviai vystomi interaktyv�us optimizacijos metodai. Jie leid�zia sprend_ejui aktyviai valdytisprendimo procesac. Algoritmo vykdymui spartinti pateikiama lygiagre�ciojo metodo versija.Lygiagretieji optimizavimo algoritmai leid�zia ne tik i�ssprecsti u�zdavinic grei�ciau, bet ir i�ssprecsti daug sud_etingesnius u�zdavinius, kai panaudojami suminiai daugelio procesoriuc resursai.Skai�ciavimai atlikti 15 Pentium II kompiuteriuc tinkle, naudota PVM ir MPI bibliotekos irWindows NT operacin_e sistema.


